The Most Anticipated Spring Restaurant Openings in 15 U.S. Cities
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Winter is a typically snoozy time for restaurants, but spring is a different story — around the country you can expect a budding crop of new restaurant openings. From celebrity chefs like Scott Conant and Rick Bayless to exciting new mini food halls, these are the openings we’re most excited for, coast to coast:

Washington, DC: The Line DC

The forthcoming Adams Morgan hotel offers several exciting food and beverage collaborations: Baltimore chef Spike Gjerde will marry the cuisines of Maryland and the mid-Atlantic with the Southern roots of Virginia culinary traditions in his wood-fired hearth at A Rake’s Progress; mixologist Corey Polyoka will preside over the farm-sourced and hyperlocal watering hole dubbed A Rake’s Bar; Gjerde’s team provides pastries, sandwiches and Counter Culture coffee at the lobby coffee bar, The Cup We All Race 4; and Maketto’s Erik Bruner-Yang brings us Brothers and Sisters, the lobby restaurant and bar serving American classics seen through a Taiwanese and Japanese lens, as well as high tea, and Spoken English, an intimate four-course tasting menu experience that includes Peking duck.

ETA: Spring

1770 Euclid St. NW